
We’re supposed to save money, right? Sure, but how much? Kinda seems 
like we need to know what we intend to do with the money we save.

We’re supposed to buy life insurance, right? I guess, but, again, how much and 
what kind? Kinda seems like it would depend upon the financial problems that 
will be created by our demise, for which insurance can be the solution.

The life you want is essentially comprised of two things: who you want to 
become and the experiences you want to have—the latter most certainly 
depends upon the former, but we won’t get into the details of that here. Putting 
some definition to those two things gives you your destination, thus ensuring 
you have the two points you need (where you are and where you’re going) to 
determine the direction in which you should head. Knowing the proper direction 
enables you to determine your precise route.
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1 Based on: https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/maslows-hierarchy-of-needs/

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a theory of psychology explaining human 
motivation based on the pursuit of different levels of needs. This order begins 
with the most basic needs, like food and shelter, before moving on to more 
advanced needs. The ultimate goal, according to this theory, is to reach the 
fifth level of the hierarchy— self-actualization: the fulfillment of one’s talents 
and potentialities.1

The reason why we present Abraham Maslow’s brainchild is because 
we believe this is directly related to the motivations people have behind 
financial decisions. The hierarchy can help you determine how to prioritize 
each of your financial goals based on where it falls on your list of needs. 

The different levels are:

1.  Physiological needs: air, water, food, shelter, sleep, clothing, reproduction 

2.  Safety needs: personal security, financial security, employment, health

3.  Social needs: friendship, love, intimacy, family, sense of belonging 

4.  Esteem needs: respect, feelings of personal value, status, recognition

5.  Self-actualization needs: desire to become the most that one can be

Financial Destinations

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Modified List of Needs
• Food/Shelter
• Medical/Health/Physical Fitness
• Friends and Family
• Community/Organizations/ 

Volunteering
• Charity/Tithing
• Professional Achievement
• Hobbies
• Travel/Vacation/Add’l Properties
• Emergency Savings/Financial Security

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS 
1)  Rank your Needs in the table on the right from most important to least.
2)   Beginning with the next page, write each of your Needs in order of priority in the 

space provided above each table—e.g., your top Need goes above the first table, 
your second Need goes above the next table, etc. Download or print out as many 
copies of the worksheet as you need to account for all of your Needs and the goals 
therein.

3)   List goals that you have for each specific Need and the date by which you want to 
achieve the goal in the corresponding table.

4)   On the next page, list each goal in the table that corresponds with the time period 
within which each goal will be completed.

      a.   E.g., if you have a goal that you would like to complete 8 years from now, include 
it in the table for 10-year goals.

      b.   The order of the goals should be based on the order of Need prioritization.
5)   As you are working toward the time periods that are more near-term, be sure to 

include smaller goals for goals found in longer time periods.
      a.   E.g., you might have a goal that entails accumulating $200,000 in 10 years. A 

corresponding 5-year goal might be to accumulate $100,000. A corresponding 
1-year goal might be to accumulate $25,000.

6)   The main purpose of the last table  is to get to the monthly, weekly, or daily 
behavioral modifications that need to take place to achieve your goals—it is 
important to be specific.

      a.   E.g., there might be a monthly bill that you choose to eliminate to devote to a 
gym membership. Alternatively, you might set a weekly goal of exercising three 
times per week.

      b.  Prioritization of goals:
           i.   To a certain extent, priority is already set via the priority of the associated Need.
          ii.   This is not set in stone. There might be some goals you elevate above others, 

even though the elevated goals might be tied to a Need with a lower priority.
          iii.   If you cannot give one goal priority over another, try this question:
                1.  Would you be willing to give up ‘x’ for ‘y’?
                2.   Be sure to also ask the opposite question: would you be willing to give 

up ‘y’ for ‘x’? Just to ensure you are confronting the idea of having to give 
something up.

      c.  Define the specific behavior in which you will engage to achieve your goals.
      d.  Indicate whether the behavior is on a monthly, weekly, or daily basis.
      e.   Explaining, via the ‘Impact’ column, how or why the behavioral modifications 

you’ve identified will lead to the achievement of your goals.
7)  You have now created your action plan to achieve your goals.

NEED PRIORITIZATION



Need_________________________________

Goals
Experience/Become/Improve/Change “By date”

Need_________________________________

Goals
Experience/Become/Improve/Change “By date”

Need_________________________________

Goals
Experience/Become/Improve/Change “By date”
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Goals
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Goals
Experience/Become/Improve/Change “By date”

Need_________________________________

Goals
Experience/Become/Improve/Change “By date”

Write each of your Needs from the last page in order of priority in the space provided above each table—e.g., your top Need goes above the first table, your second Need goes above the next table, etc. 
Download or print out as many copies of the worksheet as you need to account for all of your Needs and the goals therein.



20-Year Goals
Goal Need

15-Year Goals
Goal Need

10-Year Goals
Goal Need

List each goal in the table 
that corresponds with 
the year time period 
within which each goal 
will be completed (20, 
15, 10, 5, or 1).
A.  E.g., if you have a goal 

that you would like to 
complete 8 years from 
now, include it in the 
table for 10-year goals.

B.  The order of the goals 
should be based on 
the order of Need 
prioritization.



5-Year Goals
Goal Need

1-Year Goals
Goal Need



Goal Prioritization and Behavioral Modifications
Goal Behavioral Modification Monthly/Weekly/Daily Impact

This last table  is to get to the monthly, weekly, or daily behavioral modifications that need to take place to achieve your goals—it is important to be specific. See page 2 for more ideas on specifics.
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